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Covid-19 pandemic and the nationwide lockdown in India have devastated many sectors

but it has clearly fast-tracked growth of the online education and EdTech sector. As the

pandemic hit the country, about 5 million students in schools were impacted. In an effort to

salvage student learning, schools switched to online video conferencing platforms such as

Zoom, Google Meet, and Skype etc. to push classroom teaching. This lead to educational

institutions coming up with better teaching methods compared to traditional classroom

teaching.

In this monograph, we have talked about the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on schools.

How the pandemic has accelerated growth and demand of online education in India.

Increased usage of Learning Management Solutions, online examination, designing of

online application for differently abled students is some of the key developments

happening in the EdTech sector. Indian EdTech sector has become one of the most

attractive sectors for investors in 2020.
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As the pandemic hit the country, schools had no contingency plans to tackle such event and the education system was on the verge of

collapse. Following are some key highlights:

➢ Schools switched to online video conferencing platforms to deliver live lessons. However, these platforms were never really designed

for live lessons and therefore lacked immensely in functionality and aesthetic.

➢ Students were able to take advantage of their schools unpreparedness and indulged in mischief and unscrupulous activities thereby

completely defeating the true purpose of learning.

➢ A closer look also brought forth a few schools that had invested in the idea of online learning and were able to swiftly move their

curriculum online.

➢ Their teachers were well trained to use these learning environments and students were acquainted with E-Learning during normal

schooling which cumulatively lead to minimal impact on student learning when the pandemic hit.

➢ Such incidents however, are a dime a dozen, and there is a vast majority of the Indian market space that is still searching for online

learning models to support their recommencement plans.

COVID-19 Pandemic: Impact on Schools

Key Impacts

Closure of Schools Shift to Online Education
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As the global schooling model slowly warms up to the idea of technology enabled learning, the Indian market space too is showing a

promising trajectory with massive investments being funneled towards Edtech initiatives. Both public and private players are rapidly

diversifying to design and innovate more efficient ways of teaching and learning, indicating a radical shift in market understanding.

EdTech Sector

While these services were only supporting student learning prior to the pandemic, they have now been

repositioned to be a replacement to regular schooling altogether.

Growth of EdTech Sector

Leading EdTech players such as Byju’s, Vedantu, Unacademy etc. have expanded the scope of their services to

offer live lesson delivery, digital lesson planning and personalization of learning paths for students to take

advantage of. Their efforts have yielded shocking results with some firms reporting a consistent month on month

user base increase of 60%.

Even top investors have significantly increased their investments in the Indian EdTech space which is

estimated to be valued at over US$200 billion.

In order to leverage staggering spike in demand, Indian Edtech firms have started offering a wide variety of

features such as personalized learning, and expert led sessions as an alternative to traditional schooling.
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Online Education & EdTech Sector: Learning Management Solutions

Learning Management Systems helps teachers and school administrators overcome challenges by using a cloud-based tool to

collaborate, assign and complete homework/assignments, create and view course content, and many more tasks. As schools shifted to

online learning, demand for LMS grew. Learning management solutions are now being leveraged by schools for front end classroom

delivery activities.

Key Solutions Provided by LMS

▪ Cloud based platform

▪ Live classrooms

▪ Assignments

▪ Attendance

▪ Supervise lesson delivery

▪ Assessments

▪ Course material

▪ Following Timetable

Benefits of 

using LMS 

for Schools

Self paced 

learning

Live 

classrooms

Continues 

learning

Effective 

learning

Results 

driven

Up to date 

curriculum
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Online Education & EdTech Sector: Online Exams

Indian startups that primarily operate in the

exam preparation market have significantly

increased their contribution to the overall

Edtech pie. There has been an increase of over

14% in their addressable base in the last year.

In India, several universities have also adopted

the use of highly sophisticated proctoring

solutions to conduct their online examinations.

These solutions provide web based candidate

authentication and AI based supervision

services which can perfectly be integrated with

almost all leading Learning Management

Solution providers.

Studies also indicate that test preparation and

online certification firms earned a whopping

US$1.6 billion as revenue in FY19 and had the

highest capital inflow in Edtech.

Online Examination 

Scenario in India



Online Education & EdTech Sector: Way Forward
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EdTech sector in India is one of the most attractive sectors to be in at the moment. Even in the face of a worldwide outbreak, investors have

been able to exit big and early stage startups have been able to ride the wave of technology driven learning. This trajectory is clearly setting

precedent for the absolute requirement of online curriculum support systems and digital literacy in the education space in general. This is a

great opportunity for thought leaders and critical thinkers to venture into uncharted territory to identify niche segments that can be developed

into self sustaining verticals.

89%

59%

23%
19%

37%

HealthCare EdTech AgriTech Media Other Industries

The graph below presents data of responses received in a survey conducted by 100X.VC during the COVID-19 pandemic, to the question

“Which are the sectors of interest to investors?”.
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